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Abstract: Multimedia content is an integral part of Alibaba’s business ecosystem and is in great demand. The
production of multimedia content usually requires high technology and much money. With the rapid development of
artificial intelligence (AI) technology in recent years, to meet the design requirements of multimedia content, many
AI auxiliary tools for the production of multimedia content have emerged and become more and more widely used in
Alibaba’s business ecology. Related applications include mainly auxiliary design, graphic design, video generation,
and page production. In this report, a general pipeline of the AI auxiliary tools is introduced. Four representative
tools applied in the Alibaba Group are presented for the applications mentioned above. The value brought by
multimedia content design combined with AI technology has been well verified in business through these tools. This
reflects the great role played by AI technology in promoting the production of multimedia content. The application
prospects of the combination of multimedia content design and AI are also indicated.
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1 Introduction
In Alibaba’s business ecosystem, multimedia
content is in various forms, including advertising images, graphic posters, product videos, and detailed
pages. These forms usually consist of images, sounds,
and texts. Numerous commodities and large-scale
promotions have a strong demand for multimedia
content. During the “Double 11” (Nov. 11) promotion in 2018, the demand for graphic design was
over 100 million. Taobao generated hundreds of millions of videos, including tens of thousands of hotspot
videos. Billions of videos were broadcast every day
during that time.
However, there are many problems in the production and dissemination of multimedia content.
Taking the production of an e-commerce short video
‡
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as an example, the production process includes multiple steps, such as live-action shooting, material production, video clipping, subtitle production, sound
recording, content auditing, and product release.
It requires initial investment on diﬀerent types of
equipment as well as on human resources. The shooting process may need to be conducted at diﬀerent
venues. Most businesses cannot aﬀord its lead time
and high cost.
With the rapid development of AI technology,
some branches of AI have become mature. The application of AI in the understanding of multimedia
content has been of considerable interest to academia
and industry (Peng et al., 2019). Many auxiliary
tools for the analysis and production of multimedia content have emerged. This has brought a reduction in the cost of multimedia content production. The deep learning technique in image classiﬁcation (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; He et al.,
2016; Chollet, 2017), localization (Zhou et al., 2016),
detection (Lin et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2017), and
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segmentation (He et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018) allows machines to understand material and even the
design structure of planar content. The generative adversarial net (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014)
makes font generation (Azadi et al., 2018), material style transfer (Zhu et al., 2017), human posture
transfer (Song et al., 2019), and many other generation techniques possible. Text is an important
medium for transmitting information in multimedia content. The applications of natural language
processing techniques, such as text content understanding and abstract extraction, reduce the cost of
video subtitling. Music style transfer, music generation (Bretan et al., 2016), and the exploration of
sound eﬀect linkage technique make music selection
and sound eﬀect adjustment more ﬂexible and convenient. In addition to studies based on a single
medium, AI-assisted information process technology
between multiple kinds of media is also a hot research
ﬁeld (Peng et al., 2017, 2018). Multi-modal feature
learning (Ngiam et al., 2011) can make the understanding of video content more accurate. The relationship modeling of cross-media (Huang and Peng,
2019) makes the use of multimedia information more
convenient and extensive. With the maturity of AI
technology, the combination with traditional design
will become an inevitable trend.

2 Alibaba multimedia content generation
In many of Alibaba’s business applications, the
tools of multimedia content design and production
assisted by AI technology have been successfully applied. Combining AI technology with multimedia
content design, the general production process is
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shown in Fig. 1, which can be roughly divided into
ﬁve modules:
1. Analysis
This module analyzes mainly the original material according to the conﬁguration information included in parameters, scripts, or presets. As the
most basic module, it plays an important role in the
whole process. Many capabilities of AI technology
are widely used in this module, such as image classiﬁcation, detection, and segmentation, or optical character recognition (OCR). In practical applications,
these algorithms usually need customized improvement for usage scenarios.
2. Processing
Based on the understanding of input materials,
necessary processing is carried out in this module
according to the material situation and business requirements, such as image beautiﬁcation, image inpainting, alpha matting, and video cutting. Through
this step, the original material is processed into available material elements for future usage.
3. Generation
Based on the structured material information,
according to practical requirements, GAN, as one of
the research hotspots nowadays, is widely used in
this module. Many generation techniques have been
applied to diﬀerent degrees, such as text generation
from image or video, music generation from video
stream, and font generation.
4. Rendering
According to the preset scripts and parameters,
this module eﬀectively integrates all available material elements, such as images, texts, sound, and
dynamic eﬀect, to make them be displayed consistently. More expressive multimedia content can promote business more eﬀectively.

Material
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Material
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Processing
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Rendering
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Fig. 1 Overview of the general processing flow
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5. Evaluation
The ﬁnal multimedia content products are
evaluated in this module. Not only an evaluation
index for the algorithm, such as image aesthetics
and image quality, but also business metrics, are applied. For business metrics, the usage rate by users
of the generated results is usually one of the typical reference metrics. The evaluation results play a
positive role in the optimization of all modules in
the whole process. However, this module generally
does not work in the process of producing multimedia content. It begins after multimedia content is
generated, even after it is put into use. Based on
the evaluation of multimedia content itself and the
analysis of business data, developers carry out iterative optimization for each process module, to achieve
better business results. For brevity, this module is
omitted in all ﬁgures and descriptions of all speciﬁc
production tools below.
AI-assisted design and production tools based
on the above process can be generally divided into
two categories: AI-assisted production tools for design material and AI-assisted production tools for
design productivity. The former is applied mainly
in a certain module of the above process, because
its ﬁnal product is the design material, considering
its role in the entire production process. The latter
usually contains all modules of the above process,
since its ﬁnal output is complete multimedia content
product, which is usually shown to users, such as
banners, videos, and pages.
2.1 AI-assisted production tools for design
material
With the development of AI technology, auxiliary design tools based on various AI techniques
are widely applied, such as automatic poster layout
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tools for graphic design and automatic font generation tools. As a relatively basic step in the graphic
design process, matting is usually necessary in converting hundreds of millions of advertising images
uploaded by businesses into available material elements. However, although it is relatively low-tech,
the heavy workload not only increases the burden on
designers, but also costs much time and money.
The successful application of AI technology in
image segmentation makes the automation of matting possible. The Wantoo product captures this
opportunity. In the Wantoo website, as long as users
input an RGB image with a resolution of 800 × 800,
the matting result can be returned within 2 s. If
a request includes 20 images, it takes an average of
100 ms each because of parallel processing. As a onestop solution for image matting, the Wantoo website
also provides an interactive matting tool to deal with
complex situations where automatic matting cannot
work perfectly. Users can easily get subjects in images from scratch by simply painting foreground and
background brushes in some correct places. Using
AI technology we can ﬁnd a reasonable boundary for
the foreground subject automatically within 1 s. The
strokes painted by the correct brush in error matting
regions can eﬀectively drive the matting boundary
to a more proper place. Besides these AI brushes, an
unintelligent pair of tools, including a supplement
pen and an eraser, is provided to ﬁx minor errors in
automatic matting results.
In e-commerce scenarios, the object of matting includes tens of thousands of commodity categories with various forms. To solve this complicated matting problem, a saliency segmentation algorithm based on deep learning is used to identify
the pixel position of subjects in images (Fig. 2).
Then, accurate localization technology is applied

Fig. 2 Processing flow of Wantoo
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to recover a detailed local structure, as compensation for smooth responses caused by deep models,
such as improved simple linear iterative clustering
(SLIC) (Kim et al., 2013), grabcut (Rother et al.,
2004), watershed (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008), and
alpha matting (Levin et al., 2007). As a result, the
subjects matted out have a more accurate segmentation boundary, and more natural transition to their
backgrounds. Based on the techniques mentioned
above, Wantoo also oﬀers an application programming interface (API) call, by which users can perform parallel processing on a large number of images
in a short time with only a list of image uniform
resource locators (URLs).
Because of the diversity and randomness of the
images to be matted, no matting algorithm can solve
all matting problems. When millions of product images are automatically matted for activities or promotions, it will take much time and manpower to
review the matting results one by one to remove
bad cases. It is even more impractical to complete this review task in a short time. Diﬀerent
from other matting products on the Internet, such as
removebg (https://www.remove.bg/) and Gaoding
Sheji (https://www.gaoding.com/), combined with
the usage scenario in Alibaba, Wantoo introduces a
conﬁdence score for automatic matting results. The
conﬁdence score is obtained by analyzing the diﬀerence between the output of the deep learning model
and the ﬁnal reﬁned result through image features,
such as colors and contours. A higher conﬁdence
score means a greater likelihood of correct matting
results. A suitable threshold for the conﬁdence score
can be set to ﬁlter out most bad cases. When a manual review is required, by reviewing all matting results in descending order of their conﬁdence scores,
a higher detection rate of good cases is reached in
the early stage. This means a suﬃcient number of
matting results for activities or promotions can be
obtained in less time.
Since Wantoo begins to serve online, it has penetrated into multiple businesses, such as the internal
service market, Luban, Feizhu, international business, and Taobao. The volume of service invocations
has increased steadily, and accumulated more than
ﬁve million times in half a year. To some extent,
Wantoo lays the foundation for the full-link automation of intelligent design.
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2.2 AI-assisted production tools for design
productivity
2.2.1 Intelligent graphic design
In the ﬁeld of graphic design, Luban is undoubtedly the leader in Alibaba. During the “Double 11” period in 2018, its daily request peak exceeded 50 million, and the cumulated graphic designs generated during the promotion reached nearly
500 million.
Luban realizes the automation of the whole
process in the graphic design.
It is not only
a production tool for graphic design, just as
Canva (https://www.canva.cn/) and Gaoding Sheji
(https://www.gaoding.com/), but also an intelligent
banner release tool. Based on big data from Taobao
and the analysis of users’ behavior, relying on the
close connection with Alibaba ecology, Luban could
automatically synthesize personalized banners with
diﬀerent commodities for diﬀerent users and release
them without users’ knowledge, that is, diﬀerent recommendations for diﬀerent people.
In the Luban website, commodity images are the
only material that individual users need to prepare.
After simple selections of banner scale wanted and
their ﬁelds, several diﬀerent styles of banners are
produced in seconds. Users can choose favorite ones
to download or directly publish them online.
Given a scene graph, a full-frame design scheme
is innovatively introduced by Luban for the graphic
design generation technique. The design ﬂow is decomposed into scene graph design and text collection design in the full-frame design scheme (Fig. 3).
Using image processing techniques including detection and generation, scene graph design generates
scene graph backgrounds from the scene images provided by users. On the other hand, in text collection design, multiple templates containing information such as layout, text content, text style, and text
font are provided by designers. Combining the scene
graph backgrounds generated and the text collection preset, the ﬁnal personalized graphic design is
generated.
The scene graph is usually photographed in a
real situation with fuller expressiveness and more
abundant information. During the entire “Double
11” period, compared with the graphic design generated from traditional white background templates,
the click rate of full-frame scene design exceeds 30%.
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Fig. 3 Full-frame design scheme of Luban

The overall improvement rate is over 90% if intelligent text generation techniques are applied.
2.2.2 Intelligent video generation
With the development of video content understanding techniques, the boundaries of intelligent
design have been expanded, and the visual-based
content generation capability has been further enhanced, beneﬁting from the development of computer vision technology in classiﬁcation, detection,
face recognition (Zhang et al., 2017), pose estimation (Xia et al., 2017; Papandreou et al., 2018), motion detection (Cao et al., 2017), and camera tracking (Ristani and Tomasi, 2018). The computer can
understand the “lens language” more accurately. The
lens shooting methods (push, pull, and pan) can
be captured. The shooting environment (shed shot,
street shot, close shot, or vision shot) can be identiﬁed. The shot boundary can be detected. Numerous
techniques construct the basis of video generation.
On the Internet, several intelligent video generation tools have been developed, such as GliaStudio (https://gliacloud.com/) and ZEN VIDEO
(https://zenvideo.cn/). These tools focus on storybased video generation. By analyzing a story oﬀered
from users, relevant images or clips are searched from
the Internet or their databases, and a video is automatically generated according to the preset templates. However, the original material of the video
required on Alibaba’s e-commerce platform usually
includes images, clips, sounds, and sentences from a
description of a speciﬁc product and its details. To

solve this kind of video generation problem based
on complex materials, Alibaba Wood comes into being. It is an important tool for video generation in
Alibaba.
In the Alibaba Wood website, to generate a
short video, the URL of a commodity detail page
in the Taobao website is the only input for individual users. Three simple video attributes can be arbitrarily conﬁgured, including rhythm, length-width
ratio, and duration. In addition, an automatic video
clipping function is oﬀered with the same conﬁgurations, but users need to upload several video clips
in a limited range. When a video is generated, the
website provides an online interactive editing tool to
improve the video eﬀect according to users’ will. In
large-scale applications, Alibaba Wood oﬀers an API
call, which can process a list of detail page URLs in
parallel.
As shown in Fig. 4, all kinds of elements in detail
pages can be used as the original material in Alibaba
Wood. Due to the complexity of material forms
and the variety of analysis requirements, the analysis process of input data may be time-consuming.
For moderate complexity, the time taken is 5–10 s.
Based on the information obtained from the input
data, Alibaba Wood can understand the content of
the input images or videos, such as subject properties, motion patterns, and lens language. Key video
clips are cut out and informative images are reserved.
According to the users’ usage scenario, the narrative logic of videos, and the preset script protocol
(such as from vision to detail focus), the selected
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images and (or) video clips are sequentially connected through various dynamic templates. Browser
rendering and segmented synchronous rendering
techniques are applied to save composition time.
Take a 500 000-pixel-per-frame, 15-s short video as
an example. The composition time for simple dynamic eﬀects is within 5 s. If a complicated dynamic
template is selected, OpenGL is used to control the
composition time within 10 s.
Besides image-based AI technology, text- and
sound-relevant AI techniques are applied in Alibaba
Wood. Before the video begins to be composed, text
descriptions are generated according to some key
frames or other image materials for timely insertions,
if ready-made texts are not provided from users. The
text generation process includes two steps, a generation of selling point descriptions from selling point
labels and a generation of recommendation reasons
from selling point descriptions. The selling point
labels are extracted from images through an imagebased classiﬁcation deep model, and text generation
from labels is realized through the transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017).
The choice and inﬂuence of background music
are also considered in Alibaba Wood. Comparative
experiments show that appropriate background music can eﬀectively enhance consumers’ desire to buy.
Alibaba Wood maintains a background music library.
When the target product is recognized from original
materials, a proper music that matches the product
style is selected, and the preset dynamic eﬀect template is also adjusted slightly to match its rhythm.
Alibaba Wood can also generate its own background
music. By training a long short-term memory
(LSTM) based (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
GAN network, a 10-s piece of music can be generated
from a period of white noise with a speciﬁed kind of
emotion.
Since Alibaba Wood’s online service was pro-

vided, more than 20 million short videos have been
produced. The video production cost of the cooperative merchant Senma apparel was reduced by 90%,
as well as 95% improvement in production eﬃciency.
The proﬁt was increased by more than 700 000 CNY
in two weeks.
2.2.3 Product detail page production
The design of product detail pages is a comprehensive intelligent manufacturing of digital content,
including graphic images, 3D graphics, videos, audios, and texts. In e-commerce scenarios, promotion pages and detail pages contain various forms of
information. Faced with the display requirements
of hundreds of millions of commodities, making the
web page design intelligent will become an inevitable
trend.
AI-detail, as a kind of intelligent generation tool
for product detail pages, integrates multiple elements
of graphic intelligent design and video intelligent design into the process of automatic detail page generation. Diﬀerent from other independently developed page generation tools outside the group, such
as deepdraw (http://www.deepdraw.cn/), AI-detail
is deeply rooted in the Alibaba ecosystem. Its data
source and distribution path are connected with the
application scenarios. Based on analyzing the detail
pages in use, parallel generation of large numbers of
detail pages is realized. Individual users can also try
to use the AI-detail by writing a script to call the
API.
As shown in Fig. 5, AI-detail can perform structured analysis on existing detail pages using AI technology, and automatically restructure detail pages in
batches with other languages or new style templates
using the materials obtained. If the material comes
from the analysis of detail pages, the time consumption of the automatic analysis phase, which accounts
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for the vast majority of the whole process, is the
same as in Alibaba Wood. If the material is directly
oﬀered from users, the structured analysis process is
skipped.

When detail pages are input as materials, page
segmentation is ﬁrst carried out to obtain all elements of the page, including videos, images with
exact locations, texts, and tables. Then, in-depth
material analysis is conducted based on the elements
obtained. The brand and scene can be identiﬁed.
The model’s postures can be estimated in multiple
frames or images. The details of the product can be
captured from multiple angles. Not only the texts
directly printed in detail pages, but also the texts
printed on images or frames of videos, are recognized through OCR technology. For AI-detail, the
storage of structured information of pages is its core
function. The database of detail pages can play an
important role in the analysis and promotion of the
e-commerce platform, commodities, and even all relevant industries.

In the detail page reconstruction application,
based on the material information obtained from detail pages, AI-detail can perform image beautiﬁcation, automatic generation of texts, and multilingual
translation. According to a template recommended
from the template database, a new product detail
page can be generated. In the business scenario of
cross-border reconstruction, AI-detail analyzes Chinese pages and reproduces new detail pages automatically with the local language. Since it has begun to
operate online, it has eﬀectively supported the overseas delivery of more than one million commodities
in half a year.

3 Future work
Personalized content design and emotional computing may be two potential development directions
for future multimedia content generation in Alibaba.
At the current stage, most of the decisions in
multimedia content design still depend on the professional competence of designers. For the design tasks
that can be implemented by AI technology, machines
can quickly accomplish them in parallel on a large
scale. The cost can be greatly reduced. Just as the
“diﬀerent recommendations for diﬀerent people” in
Luban mentioned in Section 2.2.1, not only the multimedia content shown, but also the design elements,
such as display style and template layout, can be
diﬀerent among users according to their preferences.
In online operations, the multimedia content production platforms (such as Luban and Alibaba Wood)
can recommend and display products in users’ favorite design style, according to product categories,
users’ population, and location.
In live broadcast scenarios, anchors with more
positive emotion (tone, expression) bring more
views and purchases. Similarly, the hotspots of ﬁlms
usually have more intense emotional expressions.
The potential connection between emotional factors
and business promotes the development of emotion
computing related techniques. Text-based sentiment
orientation analysis, speech-based mood analysis,
and image-based facial expression analysis have
attracted wide attention from the industry. In the
process of multimedia content production, adding
scenes and emotion related expression will become
a direction which is worth exploring. Combined
with depth map analysis techniques and 3D scene
modeling techniques, diﬀerent products can be
implanted into video clips of diﬀerent scenes, such
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as oﬃce, living room, bedroom, and playground.
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